
DIGITAL MATERIAL: A FRAMEWORK FOR MULTISCALEMODELING OF DEFECTS IN SOLIDSC. R. MYERS,1 S.R. ARWADE,2 E. IESULAURO,2 P.A. WAWRZYNEK,2 M. GRIGORIU,2A.R. INGRAFFEA,2 P.R. DAWSON,3 M.P. MILLER,3 AND J.P. SETHNA41Cornell Theory Center2Shool of Civil and Environmental Engineering3Sibley Shool of Mehanial and Aerospae Engineering4Laboratory of Atomi and Solid State PhysisCornell University, Ithaa, NY 14853ABSTRACTWe are designing and developing a novel software environment { the Digital Material {to support materials modeling aross many length and time sales, in order to developimproved desriptions of material struture and evolution. Software support is required forhigh-performane numerial kernels, lightweight infrastrutures for prototyping, steeringand analysis, information transfer aross sales, oupling of disparate simulation modules,and ollaboration between a multidisiplinary olletion of researhers.INTRODUCTIONThe need for multisale modeling of materialsThere is widespread reognition { fueled to a onsiderable extent by the ontinued growthof available omputing power { that improved desriptions of material struture and re-sponse will result from the development of models whih inorporate information fromsmaller length and time sales into material models at larger sales. E�orts typially fouseither on summarizing small sale proesses for use in larger sale models, expliitly ou-pling material models at multiple length sales, or some ombination of both approahes.Extrating meaningful information, however, from omplex, multisale, multidisiplinarymodels is a nontrivial task, requiring new types of software support for sienti� omput-ing. As part of several oupled sienti� and engineering researh e�orts, we have begun todesign and develop a exible and expressive software environment for multisale materialsmodeling, dubbed Digital Material. In this paper we highlight some of its key design andimplementation features.Digital Material makes extensive use of a number of software engineering tehniqueswhih have, to date, not seen widespread use in omputational siene and engineering.These inlude, most importantly, the use of interpreted sripting languages to oordinate,steer and integrate a omplex suite of simulation and analysis tools, and the use of objet-oriented design priniples and related tehniques suh as \design patterns" to introdueneeded exibility into the modeling proess.



Some hallenges of multisale modeling of materialsMuh of material behavior { espeially in engineering systems of interest to us, suh as poly-rystalline metalli alloys used in strutural appliations { is driven by the omplex intera-tion and evolution of defet strutures at mesosales. Therefore, a suitable modeling frame-work must provide support for simulating and understanding omplex, three-dimensionaldynamial proess of many degrees of freedom. Sine models of suh phenomena are stillnot well-developed, there must be support for prototyping, validating and interpreting dif-ferent sorts of models. Support for rapid prototyping annot impinge, however, on theever-present need for omputational performane.In the ourse of researh, sientists and engineers naturally desribe material entities andstrutures at various length sales, inluding eletrons, atoms, vaanies, disloations, voids,latties, grains, grain boundaries, twin boundaries, disloation strutures, raks, surfaes,and preipitates. It is therefore important that there be modeling and programming supportto desribe those strutures. It is equally important that researhers be able to developsimulation odes in whih the underlying representation of suh strutures an be altered;this will support not only the proess of validating redued-order models but also the needfor run-time adaptivity, whereby ertain material features an be simulated more faithfullyby expliit treatment of small sales if suh a need arises.Beause the nature of material strutures and mathematial models di�er onsiderablyfrom sale to sale, it is important that multisale desriptions be able to represent materialinformation onsistently aross sales. We have found it useful to reall that various de-sriptions of material strutures are typially approximations to the fully 3N�dimensionalon�guration spae desribed byN atoms in a system, or the 4N�dimensional on�gurationspaetime desribing the evolution of the system. (We are hoosing for now not to expliitlyinlude eletroni degrees-of-freedom in suh a desription, but instead to summarize themthose into attributes attahed to atomi degrees-of-freedom.) One ould presumably, withsuÆient omputer resoures, reonstrut the struture and evolution of all the larger salefeatures in a material (grains, grain boundaries, preipitates, raks, et.) from the under-lying atomi on�guration. Fortunately, most atomi degrees of freedom are not atuallyrequired to ahieve an aurate desription of material struture and response, beause ofthe strongly loalized nature of deformation in materials. Coarse-grained theories (suh aslinear elastiity) often adequately desribe the deformations of many atoms in a material.Suh desriptions involve various approximations to the underlying atomi on�gurationspae. A major hallenge, therefore, is to develop an optimal approximation { one thatbalanes �delity as provided by smaller sale strutures and proesses with eÆieny asprovided by redued-order desriptions at larger sales. Sine there is no one situation orset of resoures to ditate whih is the optimal tradeo�, one must atually develop a system-ati framework for deiding and omputing an optimal approximation based on questionsof interest and resoures at hand. In some respets, we envision something that is a gener-alization of some of the ideas at the ore of the quasiontinuum method.[1℄ But instead ofinstantiating only atomi degrees-of-freedom to resolve small sale struture, we envisionthe need to instantiate a hierarhy of strutures (atoms, disloations, disloation tangles,voids, raks, et.) at various sales in order to optimally approximate the underlyingon�guration spae.



DIGITAL MATERIALThe Digital Material framework is being built to address these and other hallenges. Atits heart, Digital Material is intended as a problem-solving environment that will supportthe development of redued-order desriptions of material struture and response for use atlarger sales, the expliit oupling of material models at multiple sales, and the extrationof information from omplex, oupled, dynamial proesses in materials.Digital Material as a Material RepresentationThe material and defet strutures that onstitute the fous of materials researh must beavailable to the programmer as omputational building bloks, to be aessed, manipulatedand ombined in arbitary ways. We may have, for example, a geometri model of a grainboundary triple juntion (derived, say, from experimental measurements), whih we deideto model atomistially. To do so, we would like to be able to ompose the desription ofthe juntion with a reipe for instantiating atomi degrees-of-freedom that is independentof the details of the juntion. Should we deide to represent the juntion by a olletion ofdisloations rather than a olletion of atoms, we should be able to replae the atomistigenerator with one that reates disloations.Developing models of material and defet strutures so that they an be treated asomputational building bloks is naturally ahieved through the use of objet-oriented teh-niques. Construting exible ouplings between suh objets, so that we have a omposablesuite of simulation modules rather than a single simulation program, requires further designonsiderations, whih fall under the ategory of \design patterns".[2℄ Design patterns are alass of software engineering tehniques whih desribe the interations between olletionsof objets, in suh a way as to enapsulate aspets of a problem whih need to be varied.Our vision of multisale modeling involves varying, potentially at run time, a number of as-pets, inluding: the internal representation of material strutures, the assembly of objetswhih are ombined to de�ne a spei� material \sample", the identity of olletive objets(i.e., whether an objet is modeled as a olletion of small-sale strutures for use at onesale or as a primitive objet for use at a larger sale). Perhaps most importantly, designpatterns provide natural support for the ore of our modeling arhiteture: the separationof geometri strutures from attributes attahed to those strutures and from the tools,models and other external entities that at to query or modify those strutures.Digital Material as an Interative Problem-Solving EnvironmentThe �eld of sienti� programming ontinues to unfold, exploiting new tools and method-ologies to allow for more expressive omputational modeling. Press and Teukolsky[3℄ haveidenti�ed the need for a middle ground between traditional low-level programming lan-guages that are \lose to the mahine" and more reent \total environments" that pur-port to provide support for all aspets of sienti� omputing (but whih have dubiousperformane for large-sale numerial omputing). In addition, interativity in program-ming and analysis environments is inreasingly reognized as a key to unraveling omplexphenomena.[4℄Although the analogy is not entirely orret, it would not be inappropriate to desribeour Digital Material as something akin to a \Matlab for Materials". Matlab is very suess-ful at providing high-level support for researh in linear algebra, allowing omputational



experimentation by freeing the programmer from low-level details. Unfortunately, we �ndthat Matlab is less well-suited for problems outside the realm of linear algebra, so we havedeided on a di�erent ore.The entral element of DigitalMaterial whih supports high-level interative programma-bility as well as \glue" to integrate many di�erent modules is Python, an interpreted,objet-oriented programming language.[5℄ In addition to being a high-level programminglanguage, Python is also an extension language apable of dynamially loading ompiledmodules written in more traditional programming languages. By allowing the inorporationof low-level extension modules, Python is able to provide high-level language support forrapid prototyping and interative exploration, while not sari�ing omputational perfor-mane in time-ritial setions of ode. Python is freely available and runs on all platformsof interest; for sienti� and numerial omputing, modules are available to support arraymanipulations, linear algebra, FFTs, geometri operations, interpolation, polynomial �ts,automati di�erentiation, plotting, GUI development, 3D visualization, image proessing,Internet programming, and database aess (to name a few). The proess of inorporat-ing one's own simulation or analysis ode into the larger Python environment is vastlyfailitated by the SWIG pakage[6℄, developed by David Beazley originally in support ofthe SPaSM materials modeling projet at LANL.[7℄ SWIG is a nonintrusive \interfae andwrapper generator" whih automatially produes the \glue ode" that enables Pythonto ommuniate with C or C++. SWIG also ingeniously allows for the development ofobjet-oriented struture on top of legay odes whih do not possess suh struture.With tools suh as these, we will be able to build a exible modeling, simulation andanalysis environment, by mixing and mathing omponents as needed. Rapid prototypingan be done very e�etively within Python, with time-ritial piees migrated down to aompiled language as performane beomes an issue. Ultimately, we will be able to useheuristi insights gained through interative exploration to automate highly omplex pro-esses, suh as adaptive reation of more re�ned small-sale models in response to partiulartypes of material deformation.INITIAL APPLICATIONSBeause our assembled group is diverse in its bakground and fous, researh is ongoingon a number of problems at a number of di�erent length sales. We are in the proessnow of developing new simulation apabilities, and integrating existing apabilities into amore uni�ed framework. Initial appliations inlude: determining the struture, energetisand mobility of elementary defets in atomi latties in two dimensions (with J. Tomasiand X. Chen), integrating omponents for three-dimensional �nite-element simulations ofrak propagation (as part of a related projet with K. Pingali, S. Vavasis, P. Chew, D.Shneider, P. Stoghill and N. Chrisohoides), and investigating the nature of texture andmisorientation and their roles in mirostrutural failure proesses suh as intergranularfrature. We will breiy desribe below some of the ongoing researh in this last area.Texture, misorientation, disloation strutures and frature in polyrystalsThe large-sale plasti deformation of polyrystalline metals an involve the formation ofintriate disloation strutures and, at larger sales, the development of preferred rys-talline orientations, or texture. Suh strutures and patterns are intelletually fasinating



in their own right, and an also have a profound impat on material properties, e.g., onthe frature toughness of a metal prone to intergranular raking. We are working toouple simulations of large-sale plastiity and texture evolution[8℄ to odes foused on pre-diting rak growth.[9℄ Inreasingly sophistiated experimental tools { suh as EletronBaksatter Di�ration Patterns (EBSP) { are also available to probe lattie orientationsand misorientations on mesosales. An example of EBSP orientation data for an aluminumalloy are shown in Figure 1. Data suh as these will enable us to haraterize the statistialproperties of orientation distributions, generate syntheti material samples for simulation,and test hypotheses onerning the detailed form of disloation strutures that form todelineate grain and subgrain boundaries.

Figure 1: Experimental lattie orientation data on the surfae of a polyrystalline aluminumalloy, as determined by Eletron Baksatter Di�ration. Loal lattie orientation is mea-sured on a regular triangular grid of side length 5 mirons; a setion of a full san of size540�m�540�m is shown. (Line diretions and graysales represent orientation axis and an-gle, respetively, in a Rodrigues axis-angle parameterization.) Misorientation between sanloations indiates the presene of grain or subgrain boundaries. By inorporating suhdata into the Digital Material environment, we an validate models of disloation stru-ture formation and texture evolution, and develop statistial models to generate synthetimaterial samples for simulation.
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